
SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74001AC DINING CHAIR

(Shown with optional seat & back pad)

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be joined 
together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration are 
achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the weave 
core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is 
hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  23 lbs.

25"

23.5"

31.5"

17.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure 
to bucket with 
“D” rings
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74001C ARMLESS SIDE CHAIR

(Shown with optional seat & back pad) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be joined 
together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration are 
achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the weave 
core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is 
hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, fabrics, 
or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  20 lbs.

23.5"

31.5"

117.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure to 
bucket’s “D” rings.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74014BAC BALCONY HEIGHT STOOL

(Shown with optional seat & back pad) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be joined 
together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration are 
achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the weave 
core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is 
hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  25 lbs.

34.5"

23.5"

40"

27.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure to 
bucket’s “D” rings.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74014BC BALCONY HEIGHT STOOL

(Shown with optional seat & back pad) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece 
can be joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces 
stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration 
variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for 
exterior use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an 
open weave, vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, 
deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  24 lbs.

23.5"

40"

27.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure to 
bucket’s “D” rings.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74014AC BAR STOOL
(Shown with optional seat & back pad)

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each 
piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  26 lbs.

38"

23.5"

43.5"

30.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure to 
bucket’s “D” rings.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74014C BAR STOOL

(Shown with optional seat & back pad) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece 
can be joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces 
stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration 
variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for 
exterior use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an 
open weave, vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, 
deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

23.5"

Unit Weight:  24 lbs.

23.5"

43.5"

30.5"

Pads have velcro 
straps and secure to 
bucket’s “D” rings.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74004C ARM LOUNGE CHAIR

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

32.5"

36.5"

Seat Cushion Measurement:  25 x 25 x 7.5 in.
Back Cushion Measurement:  20.5 x 31 x 6 in.
Arm Cushion Measurement:  17 x 25 x 6 in.

Unit Weight:  63 lbs.

32.5"

26.5"

18"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74008C SQUARE OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances 
of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

18.5"

32.5"

Cushion Measurement:  32 x 32 x 7.5 in.

Unit Weight:  34 lbs.

32.5"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74022C LOVE SEAT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

64.5"

Unit Weight:  86 lbs.

33"

30.5"

18.5"

27"
25"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74003C SOFA

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

95.5"

Unit Weight:  115 lbs.

33"

30.5"

18.5"

27"
25"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74050C CONSOLE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

Fiberglass sheets are included underneath the top weave of top, middle and bottom shelves for support and 
stability. Shelves are FIXED.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration 
variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

64.5"

Unit Weight:  47 lbs.

15.5"

26.5"

4"

7.5"

clearance 
undermeath from 
bottom of frame

8"

27"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74067C RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE 

WITH STAMPED ALUMINUM TOP

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration 
is infused throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in 
coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive 
process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

40.5"

Unit Weight:  29 lbs.

25.5"

33.25" 18"

Stamped Aluminum Top:  Created from solid 
sheets of commercial grade aluminum.  The 
top thickness measures 3/16 in.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74002C ARMLESS LOUNGE CHAIR

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

32.5"

32.5"

Seat Cushion Measurement:  25 x 31.5 x 7.5 in.
Back Cushion Measurement:  20.5 x 31 x 6 in.

Unit Weight:  44 lbs.

32.5"

18"

26.5"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74032C SQUARE CORNER SECTION

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

32.5"

32.5"

Seat Cushion Measurement:  25 x 25 x 7.5 in.
Back Cushion Measurement:  20.5 x 30 x 6 in.

Unit Weight:  51 lbs.

32.5"

26.5"

18"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74035C LEFT OR RIGHT END UNIT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, not-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be joined 
together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration are 
achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the weave 
core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is 
hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

32.5"

32.5"

Seat Cushion Measurement:  25 x 25 x 7.5 in.
Back Cushion Measurement:  20.5 x 31 x 6 in.
Arm Cushion Measurement:  17 x 25 x 6 in.

Unit Weight:  52 lbs.

32.5"

26.5”

18”

Left unit shown.  For 
right unit, switch arm 
and back cushions. 
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74033C CIRCULAR CORNER SECTION

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each furniture piece can be 
joined together in limitless configurations and held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each 
piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-
coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

32.5"

Seat Cushion Measurement:  24.5 x 24.5 x 7.5 in.
Back Cushion Measurement:  20.5 x 40.5 x 6 in.

Unit Weight:  52 lbs.

32.5"

32.5"

26.5"

18"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74038C CIRCULAR OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Each 
furniture piece can be joined together in limitless configurations and held together with 
nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary.

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration are 
achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the weave 
core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. Each piece is 
hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior use. 
Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, 
polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

18.5"

32.5"

Cushion Measurement:  32 x 32 x 7.5 in.

Unit Weight:  34 lbs.

32.5"

32.5"32.5"

32.5"

45"

overhead view
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74006C SQUARE END TABLE W/STAMP STOP 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration 
variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

24"

Stamped Aluminum Top:  Created from solid 
sheets of commercial grade aluminum.  The 
top thickness measures 3/16 in.

Unit Weight:  29

24"

19.5"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74007C SQUARE COCKTAIL TABLE W/STAMP TOP 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances 
of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

32.5"

Stamped Aluminum Top:  Created from solid 
sheets of commercial grade aluminum.  The 
top thickness measures 3/16 in.

Unit Weight:  45

32.5"

18"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74061C GARDEN STOOL

(Shown with optional seat pad) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and coloration 
are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused throughout the 
weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration variances of the weave. 
Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

23"

Unit Weight:  24 lbs.

19"

18"

Adjustable 
feet

Optional Stool pad 
securely attach to stool 
with two long velcro 
straps that insert into 
openings in the stool 
and connect under-
neath the seat.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS COEUR D’ALENE
MODEL M74065C BENCH
(Shown with optional seat pads) 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. 

WEAVE: Proprietary polyethylene material with UV inhibitors with no acrylic additives. Both texture and 
coloration are achieved from manual application during extrusion process. The weave coloration is infused 
throughout the weave core. This contributes to the natural look of the material resulting in coloration 
variances of the weave. Each piece is hand-woven  usually by one individual- a labor intensive process. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap 
color, fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as 
accurate as possible.

60"

Unit Weight:  31 lbs.

19"

18"

Adjustable feet

Each optional bench pad securely 
attaches to bench with two long 
velcro straps that insert into openings 
in the stool and connect underneath 
the seat.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77040D WASTE RECEPTACLE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

(includes 32 gallon liner)

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  36 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

26”26”

40.5”
30”

single side 
opening for 
disposal
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